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108 Death Masks: A Communal Prayer For Peace and Justice

108 Death Masks is a large scale sculptural installation centered on the living experience of 
shared wound. The faces themselves are children, elders, mothers, fathers, sick, healthy, 
broken, half formed, deformed, and beaten, each face reminding us of our own mortality, 
humanity and fragility. Each of the 108 life-size ceramic faces in this installation came to the 
artist in a state of prayer, remembrance and ancestral honoring. Drawing upon deeply rooted 
African-American and Assyrian-Iranian heritage, the artist entered into a kind of communion with 
108 of her own unknown, unnamed ancestral spirits. 

The number, 108, is considered sacred in many cultures and religious   teachings. The artist 
individually hand-carved 108 death masks as an act   of prayer for her ancestors, whose lives 
and stories were lost to   systemic racism, each face was sculpted from leather hard and beaten   
clay slabs, as a prayer for those who suffered and still suffer from   violent oppression. From 
colonization and forced migration, to slavery   and lynching, to the current state of police 
brutality and mass   incarceration, black, brown and indigenous bodies have been the targets   
of the largest war on a people this planet has ever known. These death   masks, become portals 
into the shared wound and the continued  resilience  that lives and breathes in people of color 
today.
 
This   installation invites viewers to look directly at each of the 108  faces,  to stand literally “face 
to face” with the reality of black  death, and  to allow for a moment of silence, breath, 
compassion and  human  connection. As viewers participate, they join in the communal  prayer 
to  end systematic racist violence targeting communities of color  worldwide.

Within This Skin: Oil Paintings

…Working in layers and layers of oil paint, dry pigments, ink, gesso and  waxes, the surface 
builds, cracking and breaking apart, flowing along  small veins and rivers, building a landscape 
that is as endless as the  black souls that will inhabit the painting….

Within this Skin is a series of oil paintings that began as a response  to a deep exploration into 
my ancestral heritage, researching old  records and wills, oral histories and images, into the 
very plantations  where my family were enslaved—I realized that at a certain point, as an  
African-American, my blood becomes the blood of all black and brown  people. I realized that to 
trace my line of history was to trace a much  larger history that moved from wound to wound, 
and survival after  survival. I realized that I am the great great great great grand child  of a line 
of power that has survived and suffered. That in many ways,  far too many ways, is still suffering 
and still trying to survive. What I  see and have seen in my endless reading and study and 
witness as a  brown woman in this country is the incredible intersection of these  realities, those 
of immense power, heart-breaking suffering, survival,  grace, and impenetrable resilience. My 
paintings are made on closet  doors because these black and brown voices have always lived in 
the  thresholds of American history, both in and out, silenced and  stigmatized. Out of those 
surfaces each figure comes forth. Speaking stories of  lynchings, rape, slavery, fear and 



oppression, alongside something  deeper, more powerful, endless like the rivers. This stream 
that has  flowed through all of the suffering of black and brown people to this  very day, this very 
moment in our history of continued abuse, death, and  oppression, flows into me, into my skin 
and my response is to trace  back that unspeakable power through these works and the 
witnessing of  them.

Archival Portraiture: The Reclamation of the Black American Image

"[Two African  American boys, full-length portrait facing front]", is the first in a  series of works 
entitled: Archival Portraiture: The Reclamation of the  Black American Image.  Sourcing from the 
earliest know photographic  images of African American people in the United States, these 
paintings  seek to reclaim the black image from the archives of American history.  By creating 
full scale oil paintings of unknown, unnamed and often  enslaved African Americans in the 
manner of a presidential portrait,  these archival images and the people that inhabit them take 
on a new  life, one of long deserved dignity, honor and respect.

In this work I am exploring the Black American image through the lens of  the first recorded 
photographs of Black people in the United States.  Drawing upon old daguerreotype, tin type 
and early emulsion archival  photos dating as far back as 1840, I am reclaiming the images, 
often of  slaves, laborers, craftsman and children, and rendering them in full  scale oil paintings, 
as a way to impart the honoring and recognition  that these Black people may have never 
received in their own time. The  images of Black Americans from the mid 1800s, are rare. They 
are often  set in photographic studios, with fake backdrops of European parlors or  idyllic nature 
scenes. This staging, juxtaposed with the reality of the  Black American experience per-
emacipation, creates the tension from  which I create the Oil Paintings. The beautiful, often 
scared, weary,  and work worn faces of these early Black American are seen for the first  time, 
and memorialized for all time.                 


